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Abstract
In continual learning, a system must incrementally learn from a non-stationary data
stream without catastrophic forgetting. Recently, multiple methods have been devised
for incrementally learning classes on large-scale image classification tasks, such as ImageNet. State-of-the-art continual learning methods use an initial supervised pre-training
phase, in which the first 10% - 50% of the classes in a dataset are used to learn representations in an offline manner before continual learning of new classes begins. We
hypothesize that self-supervised pre-training could yield features that generalize better
than supervised learning, especially when the number of samples used for pre-training is
small. We test this hypothesis using the self-supervised MoCo-V2, Barlow Twins, and
SwAV algorithms. On ImageNet, we find that these methods outperform supervised pretraining considerably for online continual learning, and the gains are larger when fewer
samples are available. Our findings are consistent across three online continual learning
algorithms. Our best system achieves a 14.95% relative increase in top-1 accuracy on
class incremental ImageNet over the prior state of the art for online continual learning.

1

Introduction

Conventional convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are trained offline and then evaluated.
When new training data is acquired, the CNN is re-trained from scratch. This can be wasteful
for both storage and compute. Ideally, the CNN would be updated on only new samples,
which is known as continual learning. The longstanding challenge has been that catastrophic
forgetting [48] occurs in conventional CNNs when updating on only new samples, especially
when the data stream is non-stationary (e.g., when classes are learned incrementally) [6, 17,
36]. Recently, continual learning methods have scaled to incremental class learning on fullresolution images in the 1000 category ImageNet dataset with only a small gap between them
and offline systems [10, 27, 29, 34, 55, 68, 72]. These methods use an initial supervised pretraining period on the first 10–50% of the classes before continual learning begins.
Performance of these systems depends on the amount of data used for supervised pretraining [27]. We hypothesized that self-supervised pre-training would be more effective,
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: In this study, we found that
self-supervised pre-training was more effective than supervised pre-training on ImageNet when less data was used. This figure shows the percentage increase in final
top-1 accuracy on ImageNet of three selfsupervised methods, MoCo-V2 [16], Barlow
Twins [69], and SwAV [9], compared to supervised pre-training when paired with REMIND [29] as a function of the number of
ImageNet classes used for pre-training.

Figure 2: During pre-training (left), a CNN
is trained offline on a (possibly labeled)
dataset, A. These initialized weights are
copied into the continual learner’s CNN,
where a portion of the network is frozen and
the rest is updated continually. In online
learning (right), the learner receives a single
labeled sample (X j , y j ) at each time-step t.
The continual learner first learns all samples
from the pre-train dataset, A, before learning
samples from dataset B.

especially when less data is used. Because supervised learning only requires features that
discriminate among the classes in the pre-training set, it may not produce optimal representations for unseen categories. In contrast, self-supervised learning promotes the acquisition
of category agnostic feature representations [9, 22]. Using these features could help close
the generalization gap between CNNs trained offline and those trained in a continual manner.
Here, we test this hypothesis using three self-supervised learning methods.
This paper makes the following contributions: (1) We compare the discriminative
power of supervised features to self-supervised features learned with MoCo-V2 [16], Barlow Twins [69], and SwAV [9] as a function of the amount of training data used during
pre-training. In offline linear evaluation experiments, we find that self-supervised features
generalize better to ImageNet categories omitted from pre-training, with the gap being larger
when less data is used. (2) We further study the ability of supervised and self-supervised features on datasets that were not used for pre-training. (3) We study the effectiveness of selfsupervised features in three systems for online continual learning of additional categories in
ImageNet. Across these algorithms, we found self-supervised features worked better when
fewer categories were used for pre-training compared to supervised pre-training (see Fig. 1).
(4) We set a new state of the art for online continual learning of ImageNet, where data is
ordered by category, with a relative increase of 14.95% over prior work [29].

2

Problem Formulation

We study the common continual learning paradigm in which pre-training precedes continual learning [4, 10, 27, 29, 34, 35, 36, 55, 68, 72]. Formally, given a pre-training dataset
{(Xi , yi )} ∈ A, with M images Xi and their corresponding labels yi ∈ Y, a set of parameters
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θ are learned for a CNN using A in an offline manner, i.e., the learner can shuffle and loop
over data. Here, we compare learning θ with supervised versus self-supervised approaches.
Continual learning begins after pre-training by first initializing the CNN parameters ψ
to be continually updated to ψ ← θ . The continual learning dataset {(X j , y j )} ∈ B, with images X j and their corresponding labels y j ∈ K is then incrementally presented to the learner,
which cannot loop over B. We study the most general form of the problem, online continual
learning, where examples are presented one-by-one to the learner and cannot be revisited
without using auxiliary storage, which is kept at a fixed capacity. In incremental class learning, examples are presented in order of their category, and categories during pre-training and
continual learning are disjoint, i.e, Y ∩ K = 0.
/ Our training protocol is depicted in Fig. 2.
We focus on online continual learning because these systems are more general and can
learn from data presented in any order [27, 28, 29], while most incremental batch learning
implementations are bespoke to incremental class learning and require significant algorithmic changes for other orderings. In incremental batch learning, a system queues up examples
in memory until it acquires a batch, which is typically about 100000 examples (100 classes)
in papers using ImageNet [10, 55, 68]. Systems loop over the batch and then purge it from
memory1 , and the next batch is acquired. The online formulation is more general, i.e., the
batch size is one sample, it closely matches real-world applications, systems train 5 − 130×
faster [27, 29], and recent work has shown it works nearly as well as batch learning [29].

3

Related Work

3.1

Continual Learning

Deep neural networks suffer from catastrophic forgetting [48] when they are incrementally
updated on non-stationary data streams. Catastrophic forgetting occurs when past representations are overwritten with new ones, causing a drop in performance on past data.
There are three approaches to mitigating catastrophic forgetting [54]: 1) increasing model
capacity to include new representations [2, 46, 47, 56, 58, 59, 61, 66, 67], 2) regularizing parameter updates such that parameters do not deviate too much from their past values [3, 12, 13, 18, 37, 41, 45, 57, 62, 70], and 3) replay (or rehearsal) models that cache
previous data in an auxiliary memory buffer and mix it with new data to fine-tune the network [5, 10, 21, 29, 30, 34, 35, 55, 65, 68]. While network expansion and regularization
methods have been popular, they do not easily scale to large datasets (see [6] for a review).
Moreover, many of these methods require additional information such as task labels and task
boundaries, or they perform poorly [27, 29, 36]. Our experiments use a single shared classifier during online learning, where task labels are unknown to models during training and
evaluation. This setting is more realistic since task information isn’t always available.
Recently, methods that use replay have demonstrated success for large-scale continual
learning of the ImageNet dataset [5, 10, 21, 29, 34, 55, 65, 68]. All of these models follow a
similar training paradigm where they are first pre-trained on a subset of 100 [10, 29, 55, 68]
or 500 [21, 34, 65] ImageNet classes in an offline setting, where they can shuffle and loop
over the data in batches. After pre-training, these methods are updated on the remaining ImageNet classes. Although the algorithms differ fundamentally, they all perform pre-training
using a supervised cross-entropy loss and a fixed pre-train number of classes. Only [27] has
investigated the impact of the size of the supervised pre-training set on a continual learner’s
1 With

the exception of those samples cached in an auxiliary storage buffer, if one is used.
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performance. However, we think this is an important aspect that should be investigated further as smaller pre-training sizes require less compute and less data.

3.2

Self-Supervised Learning

Self-supervised learning techniques have recently gained popularity because they now rival
supervised learning techniques [9] without requiring labeled data, which can be expensive
and difficult to obtain. Specifically, self-supervised learning methods use pretext tasks to
learn visual features, where the network provides its own supervision during training. Different pretext tasks have been proposed including the prediction of image colorization [73],
image rotation [24], and several others [8, 19, 20, 51]. Recent works use contrastive learning [26, 52], where the model learns which datapoints are similar or different based on
feature similarity, and they have even surpassed supervised networks on many downstream
tasks [9, 14, 15, 16, 25, 32, 40]. Popular contrastive learning methods include MoCo [32],
SimCLR [14], MoCo-V2 [15], SimCLR-V2 [15], and SwAV [9]. SwAV [9] follows a different contrastive approach, where it performs a cluster assignment prediction instead of
comparing features of instances directly. Barlow Twins [69] is a recent method that does not
use contrastive learning. It enforces strong correlations between vector representations of
distorted versions of the same image, and minimizes the redundancy between components
of these vectors. Due to their competitive performance, we compare MoCo-V2, SwAV, and
Barlow Twins in our experiments and discuss each method in detail in Sec. 4.2.
Self-supervised features are commonly tested by performing a linear evaluation on top
of a frozen feature extractor, or by fine-tuning the network on separate tasks. In both cases,
the entire dataset is expected to be available for pre-training. [50] demonstrates that selfsupervision surpasses supervision on several downstream tasks, even when less labeled data
is available. Our work differs from [50] in three ways: 1) we test newer self-supervised
methods, 2) our downstream task is online continual learning for image classification, which
assumes that only a small portion of the data is available for pre-training, and 3) we do not
use controlled synthetic datasets and instead focus on high-resolution natural image datasets.

4

Algorithms

In our study, we compare online continual learning systems that use either self-supervised
or supervised pre-training as a function of the size of the pre-training dataset. For all experiments, we use ResNet-18 as the CNN. For continual learning with the full-resolution
ImageNet dataset, ResNet-18 has been adopted as the universal standard CNN architecture
by the community [4, 5, 10, 21, 29, 29, 34, 55, 68]. Next, we give details for the pre-training
approaches and then we describe the online continual learning algorithms.

4.1

Pre-Training Approaches

We describe the four pre-training algorithms we study. The self-supervised methods were
chosen based on their strong performance for offline linear evaluation in their papers and
because they were practical to train due to their relatively low computational costs.
Supervised: Supervised pre-training for continual learning is our baseline as it is the
standard approach used [10, 27, 29, 34, 55, 68], where the CNN is trained using crossentropy with the labels on the pre-training data. We followed the same protocol as [29] for
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pre-training, including the use of random resized crop and horizontal flip augmentation from
[31]. We explore additional augmentations and longer training times in Sec. 6.3.
MoCo-V2: The original self-supervised MoCo [32] architecture builds a dynamic dictionary such that keys in the dictionary relate to training images. It then trains an encoder
network such that query images should be similar to their closest key in the dictionary and
further from dissimilar keys using a contrastive loss. MoCo-V2 [16] makes two additional
improvements over MoCo: it uses an additional projection layer and blur augmentation.
Barlow Twins: Barlow Twins [69] makes the cross-correlation matrix across the outputs
of two identical networks fed with distorted versions of an image close to the identity matrix.
The objective function enforces the vector representations of distorted versions of the same
image to be similar using an invariance term, while minimizing the redundancy between the
components of these vectors using a redundancy reduction term. We chose Barlow Twins due
to its novel objective function and competitive performance to contrastive learning methods.
SwAV: The self-supervised SwAV [9] method learns to assign clusters to different augmentations or “views” of the same image. Unlike standard contrastive methods, SwAV does
not require direct pair-wise feature comparisons for its swapped prediction contrastive loss.
Pre-train models were trained using 4 TitanX GPUs (2015 edition) with 128 GB of RAM.
Parameter settings for all approaches are in supplemental materials (Sec. S1.)

4.2

Online Continual Learning Models

We evaluate three online continual learning algorithms that use pre-trained features. They
were chosen because they have been shown to get strong or state-of-the-art results on incremental class learning for ImageNet. For experiments with class-incremental learning on
ImageNet, all continual learning methods first visit the pre-training set with online updates
before observing the set that was not used for pre-training. We provide additional details
below and parameter settings are in supplemental materials.
SLDA [27]: Deep Streaming Linear Discriminant Analysis (SLDA) keeps the pre-trained
CNN features fixed. It solely learns the output layer of the network. It was shown to be
extremely effective compared to earlier methods that do update the CNN, despite not using
any auxiliary memory. It learns extremely quickly. SLDA stores a set of running mean
vectors for each class and a shared covariance matrix, both initialized during pre-training
and only these parameters are updated during online training. A new input is classified by
assigning it the label of the closest Gaussian in feature space.
Online Softmax with Replay: Offline softmax classifiers are often trained with selfsupervised features, so we created an online softmax classifier for continual learning by
using replay to mitigate forgetting. Like SLDA, it does not learn features in the CNN after
pre-training. When a new example is to be learned, it randomly samples a buffer of CNN
embeddings to mix in 50 additional samples. This set of 51 samples is then used to update the
weights using gradient descent. When the buffer reaches maximum capacity (735K samples
= 1.5 GB), we randomly discard an example from the most represented class.
REMIND [29]: Unlike SLDA and Online Softmax with Replay, REMIND does not
keep the CNN features fixed after pre-training. Instead, it keeps the lower layers of the CNN
fixed, but allows the weights in the upper layers to change. To mitigate forgetting, REMIND
replays mid-level CNN features that are compressed using Product Quantization (PQ) and
stored in a buffer. After initializing the CNN features during pre-training, we use this same
pre-training data to train the PQ model and store the associated compressed representations
of this data in the memory buffer. We run REMIND with the settings from [29].

6
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Experimental Setup

For continual learning, ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 is the standard benchmark for assessing the
ability to scale [60]. It has 1.2 million images from 1000 classes, with about 1000 images per
class used for training. Most existing papers use the first 100 classes (10%) for supervised
pre-training [10, 29, 55, 68] or the first 500 (50%) classes [21, 34, 65]. An exception is [27],
which studied performance as a function of the size of the supervised pre-training set and
found that performance was highly dependent on the amount of data.
Following previous work [27, 29], we randomly select ImageNet classes for pre-training.
We split ImageNet into pre-training sets for feature learning of various sizes: 10, 15, 25, 50,
75, 100 classes. In our experiments on ImageNet, after learning features on a pre-train set in
an offline manner, the pre-train set and the remainder of the dataset are combined and then
examples are fed one-by-one to the learner. Given our limited computational resources, we
were not able to train for additional pre-training dataset sizes. In addition to doing continual
learning on ImageNet itself, we also study how well the pre-trained features learned on
ImageNet from various sizes of pre-train sets generalize to another dataset from an entirely
different domain: scene classification. To do this we use the Places-365 dataset [74], which
has 1.8 million images from 365 classes. We only use it for offline linear evaluation and
continual learning, i.e., we do not perform pre-training on it. All of our continual learning
experiments use the class incremental learning setting, where the data is ordered by class,
but all images are shuffled within each class. We report top-1 accuracy on the validation sets.

6
6.1

Results
Offline Linear Evaluation Results

We compare the efficacy of self-supervised and supervised features as a function of the
amount of pre-train data using the standard offline linear evaluation done for self-supervised
learning [9, 14, 32, 69]. This lets us measure feature generalization when less data is used,
without addressing catastrophic forgetting. Our offline linear evaluation uses a softmax classifier and results are in Table 1. Parameter settings are in supplemental materials.
We compared how effective pre-training approaches were when directly evaluated on
the same classes used for pre-training. We had expected supervised features to outperform
self-supervised features in this experiment, but surprisingly SwAV outperformed supervised
features when 50 or fewer classes were used and it rivaled or exceeded performance when
the number of classes was 75 or 100. MoCo-V2 and Barlow Twins only outperformed supervised features when using 15 or fewer classes.
We assessed the generalization of features to unseen categories by training the softmax
classifier on all 1000 classes. SwAV outperformed all other features across all pre-train
sizes. The gap in performance between self-supervised and supervised pre-training was
larger when using fewer pre-train classes. SwAV outperformed supervised features by 3.24%
and 20.67% when using 100 and 10 classes during pre-training, respectively. Thus, selfsupervised features generalize better to unseen classes, especially for small pre-train sizes.
We examined the impact of the classes chosen for pre-training by randomly choosing 6
different sets of 10 pre-train classes from ImageNet. We trained an offline softmax classifier
using these features on all 1000 ImageNet classes. The mean top-1 accuracy and standard
deviation across runs was: 12.65%±1.26% for supervised, 22.78%±0.88% for MoCo-V2,
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Table 1: Top-1 accuracies for offline linear evaluations with different features and varying
numbers of pre-train classes. We show top-1 accuracy when evaluating on: 1) only pre-train
ImageNet classes, 2) all 1000 ImageNet classes, and 3) all 365 Places classes.
E VALUATION S ET

F EATURES

10

15

25

50

75

100

Pre-Train ImageNet

Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

71.20
82.20
85.20
91.20

82.67
84.00
85.33
90.27

86.64
84.40
83.60
89.44

83.16
80.80
78.60
85.48

81.20
78.96
75.73
81.04

80.32
77.76
74.52
80.82

Full ImageNet

Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

10.42
21.76
24.90
31.09

18.23
27.50
27.79
33.62

26.76
30.61
32.46
35.81

34.32
36.45
38.63
39.54

38.29
40.15
42.16
43.43

41.58
43.19
44.66
44.82

Full Places

Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

15.07
24.07
29.51
32.71

22.83
29.45
31.68
33.88

28.46
31.01
33.83
35.10

31.03
32.58
36.94
35.16

32.63
34.54
38.59
36.75

33.78
35.93
39.37
37.41

Table 2: Final top-1 accuracy values achieved by each continual learning method on ImageNet using various features and numbers of pre-train classes.
M ETHOD

10

15

25

50

75

100

Deep SLDA

Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

F EATURES

9.53
19.37
18.48
22.33

14.67
20.66
20.10
24.01

20.7
21.64
23.02
25.22

26.54
24.43
27.45
28.5

29.53
26.26
30.25
30.89

31.99
28.31
31.81
31.77

Online Softmax

Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

9.87
23.09
20.30
18.65

15.92
25.67
22.18
21.40

23.58
25.66
26.01
27.42

30.16
28.79
30.47
35.79

33.05
31.14
33.39
39.48

35.14
33.81
35.06
41.31

REMIND

Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

19.79
31.81
32.43
37.43

26.17
34.39
34.52
40.09

33.48
38.43
37.94
43.05

39.38
44.50
42.65
48.31

43.40
47.36
45.30
51.01

45.28
49.25
46.85
52.05

24.35%±0.50% for Barlow Twins, and 31.88%±1.40% for SwAV. With only 10 classes,
all self-supervised features outperformed supervised features. Since all standard deviations
were small, we did not study more seeds for larger pre-train sets.
We evaluated how well the ImageNet pre-trained features transferred to Places-365. Similar to our results on ImageNet, self-supervised features outperformed supervised ones when
pre-trained on ImageNet and evaluated on the Places-365 dataset. SwAV features outperformed MoCo-V2 features for all pre-train sizes, where more benefit is seen using fewer
pre-train classes, while Barlow Twins outperformed both SwAV and MoCo-V2 when 50
or more classes are used during pre-training. These results demonstrate the versatility of
self-supervised features in generalizing to datasets beyond what they were trained on.

6.2

Online Continual Learning Results

Table 2 shows online continual learning results with ImageNet for each pre-training method
and online learning algorithm. For Deep SLDA, SwAV and Barlow Twins outperform super-
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Table 3: Final top-1 accuracies for Deep SLDA when pre-trained on ImageNet using various
features and pre-train classes and continually updated and evaluated on Places-365.
F EATURES
Supervised
MoCo-V2
Barlow Twins
SwAV

10

15

25

50

75

100

13.77
23.36
24.14
26.53

19.59
23.72
25.63
27.20

23.42
24.05
27.27
28.22

25.28
24.17
29.21
28.48

26.04
25.11
30.27
29.38

27.03
26.00
30.90
29.58

vised features when the pre-train size is 75 or smaller, but this was only true for MoCo-V2
with a pre-train size of 25 or less. Even when supervised pre-training outperforms selfsupervised features, SwAV and Barlow Twins still show competitive performance, with gaps
no greater than 4%. For Online Softmax, SwAV performed better than supervised features
for all pre-train sizes. Barlow Twins surpasses supervised features for 75 classes or fewer
sizes and it is competitive for 100. MoCo-V2 outperforms supervised features for 25 classes
or fewer, but it shows competitive performance for other sizes as well. REMIND shows the
most benefit from self-supervised pre-training, where SwAV, Barlow Twins, and MoCo-V2
consistently outperform supervised features for all pre-train sizes tested. REMIND using
SwAV pre-training on only 10 classes surpasses all results obtained by Deep SLDA. With 50
class pre-training, REMIND with SwAV outperforms supervised pre-training on 100 classes,
showing that SwAV can surpass supervised features using half the pre-train data.
Fig. 1 shows the relative percentage increase of selfsupervision over supervision for REMIND, with a maximum relative improvement of 89.14% for SwAV, 63.87%
for Barlow Twins, and 60.74% for MoCo-V2 when only
10 classes are used for pre-training.
Fig. 3 shows learning curves for REMIND using
SwAV features for various pre-train sizes when multiples of 100 classes have been seen by the model. More
learning curves are in supplemental materials. Adding
more classes during pre-training consistently improves
REMIND’s performance. To compare with the original
REMIND paper, we compute the average top-5 accuracy of REMIND using SwAV features pre-trained on 100 Figure 3: Learning curve for
classes of ImageNet and evaluated on seen classes at in- REMIND with SwAV features
crements of 100 classes. This variant of REMIND with at various pre-train sizes.
SwAV achieves an average top-5 accuracy of 83.55%,
which is a 4.87% absolute percentage improvement over the supervised results in [29]. This
variant also achieves a 14.95% relative increase in final top-1 accuracy over supervised features. This sets a new state of the art result for online learning of ImageNet.
Domain Transfer with Deep SLDA: So far, we have studied the effectiveness of supervised and self-supervised pre-training to generalize to unseen classes from the same dataset.
A natural next step is to study how well self-supervised pre-training of features on one dataset
generalize to continual learning on another dataset, e.g., pre-train on ImageNet and continually learn on Places-365. This is similar to standard transfer learning and domain adaptation
setups [43, 44, 53, 71], and could prove useful when performing continual learning on small
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Table 4: Final top-1 accuracies on ImageNet for offline linear evaluations and online learning
using REMIND using various pre-train sizes. We compare the performance SupervisedLT ,
SupervisedSA , Supervised, and SwAV features. For offline linear, we evaluate features on
both the pre-train classes and all 1000 classes. REMIND evaluates on all 1000 classes.
M ETHOD

E VAL . S ET

F EATURES

10

15

25

50

75

100

Offline Linear

Pre-Train

Supervised
SupervisedLT
SupervisedSA
SwAV

71.20
91.20
94.80
91.20

82.67
87.87
94.00
90.27

86.64
90.08
91.92
89.44

83.16
85.52
88.48
85.48

81.20
81.63
86.56
81.04

80.32
80.92
85.66
80.82

Full

Supervised
SupervisedLT
SupervisedSA
SwAV

10.42
24.85
27.88
31.09

18.23
27.34
31.34
33.62

26.76
30.89
35.13
35.81

34.32
34.11
39.57
39.54

38.29
36.37
42.28
43.43

41.58
39.80
44.76
44.82

Full

Supervised
SupervisedLT
SupervisedSA
SwAV

19.79
31.49
34.59
37.43

26.17
33.71
37.35
40.09

33.48
36.64
42.23
43.05

39.38
41.07
46.20
48.31

43.40
43.59
49.32
51.01

45.28
45.88
50.82
52.05

Offline Linear

Online (REMIND)

datasets that require generalizable feature representations. To evaluate our hypothesis, we
trained Deep SLDA on Places-365 using various pre-trained ImageNet features. We chose
Deep SLDA since it is extremely fast to train. We start online learning with the first sample in Places-365 and learn one class at a time from mean vectors initialized as zeros and
a covariance matrix initialized as ones, as in [27]. Results are in Table 3. SwAV features
generalized the best for pre-train sizes less than or equal to 25 classes, while Barlow Twins
features generalized better for 50 or more pre-train classes. Thus, self-supervised features
improve online learning, even when the pre-train and continual datasets differ.

6.3

Impact of Augmentation and Pre-Training Time on Performance

Our main experiments followed [31] and used random resized crops and horizontal flip data
augmentations for supervised learning. Further, following [29], we trained supervised models for 40 epochs. However, all self-supervised methods use additional augmentation techniques and longer training times, so we study supervised pre-training under similar conditions. To do this, we adopt SwAV augmentations (multi-crop, color jitter, gaussian blur,
grayscale, and horizontal flips) and training time (400 epochs) for supervised pre-training.
We modeled experiments after SwAV since it was the top-performing self-supervised method
in Sec. 6.1 and Sec. 6.2. We define two supervised configurations: Supervised Long Training (SupervisedLT ) trains with random resized crop and horizontal flip augmentations [31];
and Supervised Long Training with SwAV Augmentations (SupervisedSA ) trains with SwAV
augmentations [9]. Both methods train for 400 epochs with a learning rate of 0.01. All other
parameters are the same as in S1.1. We compare the supervised features with SwAV features
in the offline linear setting and online setting using REMIND. The results are in Table 4.
Across experiments, SupervisedLT features either outperformed or were competitive with
supervised features. Similarly, we found that using longer training times and SwAV data augmentations (SupervisedSA ) yielded the best supervised feature performance. These results
indicate that longer training and additional data augmentations can improve the quality of
supervised features. For offline linear evaluations on the pre-training classes, SupervisedSA
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features always performed better than SwAV features, with a maximum gap of 5.56%.
However, when performing the offline linear evaluation on all 1000 classes, we found that
SwAV outperformed or performed competitively with SupervisedSA . Similarly, SwAV features outperformed all variants of supervised features in the online setting with REMIND.
While SupervisedLT and SupervisedSA features improved supervised performance, SwAV
performed competitively or better than supervised features when evaluating on the full dataset.

7

Discussion and Conclusion

We replaced supervised pre-training with self-supervised techniques for online continual
learning on ImageNet. We found that self-supervised methods require fewer pre-training
classes to achieve high performance on image classification compared to supervised pretraining. This behavior is seen during offline linear evaluation and online learning and hypothesize that it is due to the generalizability of self-supervised features to unseen classes.
We followed others in using the ResNet-18 CNN architecture [27, 29, 55]; however,
wider and deeper networks have been shown to improve performance, especially for selfsupervised learning [14, 15, 25]. It would be interesting to explore these alternate architectures for online learners initialized with self-supervised features. Further, since online and
batch learning share a similar pre-training procedure, we hypothesize that self-supervised
features would benefit incremental batch learning models [55, 68]. Future work could also
explore self-supervised models pre-trained on large datasets for online continual learning,
since self-supervised learning shows even more benefits when trained with large amounts
of data. Moreover, future studies could investigate semi-supervised pre-training. Semisupervised learning would be advantageous to supervised learning because it requires fewer
labels, but could still generalize similarly to self-supervised techniques. It would also be interesting to develop self-supervised or semi-supervised online updates for continual learning.
These could be used to update the plastic layers of REMIND, which could improve performance and generalization further. Self-supervised features have been evaluated for several
downstream tasks in offline settings [32] and it would be interesting to evaluate how well
self-supervised features perform for other downstream continual learning tasks, e.g., continual object detection [1, 63], continual semantic segmentation [11, 49], or continual learning
for robotics [23, 39]. Our work could also facilitate downstream open world learning [7] or
automatic class discovery [64, 75], where an agent must identify samples outside of its training distribution as unknown and then learn them. We showed that self-supervised features
generalize to unseen classes/datasets in online settings, so extending our work to open world
learning would only require a component to identify unknown samples [33, 38, 42].
While much progress has been made to develop continual learners that scale, existing
approaches require an initial supervised pre-training phase. We showed that self-supervised
pre-training consistently outperformed supervised pre-training and set a new state-of-the-art
for online learning by pairing REMIND with SwAV features. Self-supervised learning is
beneficial as it reduces overfitting, promotes generalization, and does not require labels.
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